Limited Warranty

Sun’n’Rain® 5-Year Limited Warranty

Sun’n’Rain® PVC panels are warranted by Palram Americas. This warranty is extended to any original purchases from an authorized retailer. The panels covered by this warranty are made of the best grade of P.V.C. Resin, with additives for the purpose of ultraviolet stabilization, impact resistance and heat tolerance. Sun’N Rain building panels are manufactured to achieve a high surface finish with exceptional luster. This warranty is not transferable.

The panels are warranted for 5 years to:
• Weatherability: Will maintain good surface condition. Will not corrode or rot or be affected by dampness. (Normal pigmentation change expected).
• Structural Reliability: Will remain structurally rigid.
• Safety: Will remain non-conductive and non-flammable.

The warranty is void if the panels are not installed, stored or maintained according to Palram Americas instructions. Installation and maintenance instructions appear in materials furnished to purchaser. This warranty does not cover any loss or damage from misuse, abuse, fire, vandalism, storms including hail, wind, lightning, or other accidents or unusual stresses or weights or other conditions beyond the control of Palram Americas.

The warranty does not cover loss of use of any structure, loss of time, cost of removing or reinstalling defective panels or inconvenience. If any panel fails in a manner covered by this warranty, the original purchaser must submit a written claim describing the problem, a photograph of the panel, a copy of the sales receipt showing the name, date, and purchase price and this warranty to the address below.

If the panels are to be replaced, the original panels must be returned to Palram Americas for examination, if so required and transportation charges pre-paid by claimant. If panels are replaced, a pro rata depreciation charge (based on 5 years) will be made.

THIS LIMITED WARRANTY IS THE ONLY WARRANTY PROVIDED BY PALRAM AMERICAS WITH RESPECT TO THE PANELS AND SUCH WARRANTY IS EXPRESSLY LIMITED TO THE TERMS HEREOF. PALRAM AMERICAS DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, WHICH IS NOT CONTAINED HEREIN, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. NO DEALER, AGENT OR REPRESENTATIVE OF PALRAM AMERICAS HAS ANY AUTHORITY TO BIND PALRAM AMERICAS TO ANY AFFIRMATION, REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY EXCEPT AS STATED HEREIN.

PALRAM AMERICAS LIABILITY IS LIMITED, SOLELY AND EXCLUSIVELY TO THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT AND IN NO EVENT SHALL PALRAM AMERICAS BE LIABLE FOR LABOR, INSTALLATION, FREIGHT, TAXES OR ANY OTHER CHARGES.

PALRAM AMERICAS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTALS CONSEQUENTIAL, OR OTHER DAMAGES OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER, WHETHER ANY CLAIM IS BASED UPON THEORIES OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT OR OTHERWISE. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitations may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

PALRAM AMERICAS
Arcadia West Industrial Park • 9735 Commerce Circle • Kutztown, PA 19530
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